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courtesy and willingness to render assistance to all seeking information
from the books and records under his care will cause his loss to be widely
felt throughout the profession.
The PRESIDENT stated that the vacancy on the Council

occasioned by the death of Mr. Walter Rivington would be
filled by the Fellows at the annual meeting for the election of
Members of the Council in July next.

It was referred to the Library Committee to consider and
report to the Council upon the steps to be taken with the
object of filling up the vacant office of librarian, and upon the
salary and conditions attaching to the office.
Mr. W. A. Meredith was introduced, and after signing the

by-laws and making the required declaration, was admitted
a Fellow of the College.
Mr. Robert Cozens Bailey, F.R.C.S., was introduced, and

received the Jacksonian prize for the past year, together with
the document declaratory of the award thereof.
The following address of congratulation to the Queen on

the completion by Her Majesty of the sixtieth year of her
reign was adopted, and it was resolved that the College seal
be affixed to the address, and that it be forwarded in due
course to the Home Secretary for submission to Her Majesty.

The Humble Address of the President, Vice-Presidents, and Council of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England

To Her Most Excellent Majesty
VICTORIA,

Queen of Great Britain and Ireland.
May it please Your Majesty,

We the President, Vice-Presidents, and Council of the RoyallCollege
of Surgeons of England, humbly desire to express to Your Majesty, in this
the sixtieth year of Your Majesty's reign, our grateful sense of the bles-
sings enjoyed under Your Majesty's wise and beneficent rule.
We also desire to record our grateful recognition of the many and great

advantages that have been secured by Science, by the Arts, and by Legis-
lation during the past sixty years, and we venture to think that not least
among these may be reckoned the progress which has been made in the
Science and Art of Surgery, for the promotion of which this College was
fourided.
But we are conscious that, however much the happiness of Your

Majesty's subjects may be due to the general advancement of knowledge,
very much also is due to the great personal influence for good which
Your Majesty never fails to exercise on all occasions affecting the welfare
of this country and people, and we pray that Your Majesty may long be
spared to reign over us, and that we may continue to be blessed by Your
Majesty's life and example.
In witness whereof we. Your Majesty's loyal and dutiful subjects, have

caused the Common Seal of the College to be hereunto affixed this i3th
day of May, 1897.
Mr. Samuel George Shattock was appointed Pathological

Curator of the Museum from Midsummer Day.
The subject of Hydrophobia was selected for the Jacksonian

Prize for the year I898.
The annual meeting of Fellows of the College for the

election of members of the Council will be held at the
College on July ist at 1.30 P.M. The half-yearly meeting of
Fellows will be held at the College on the same day at 5 P.M.
The Council declined to contribute from the College funds

to the debt incurred by the Civil Rights Defence Committee.
A memorial was read, signed by 32 Fellows and Members

practising in and about Plymouth, Devonport, and Stone-
house, in favour of Mr. R. B. Anderson's application for pro-
tection under Section xv of the by-laws, and of a contribution
from the funds of the College towards the objects of his
defence, and asking the Council, if they should not favour the
view entertained in the memorial, to hear them by deputation
in support of Mr. Anderson's application.
The Council resolved that they were unable to accede to

this request.
A memorial was read, signed by 27 Fellows and Members

of the College practising in about Plymouth, Devonport, and
Stonehouse; asking whether the Council, on the submission
of proper evidence, would be prepared to restrain Fellows and
Members of the College by means of the disciplinary powers
provided by the by-laws from practising as medical officers of
medical aid associations under certain conditions specified in
the memorial, and asking the advice of the Council in refer-
ence to a resolution adopted by the memorialists on the sub-
ject of their relations with the medical officers of the " Three
Towns Friendly Societies Medical Institution."
This subject is now under the consideration of the Council.

MR. THoMAS MORETON, M.R.C.S., of Hartford, Cheshire,
has been made a justice of the peace for the county of
Chester.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
THE exhibits at the conversazione on Wednesday evening were
of more than usual interest. Almost all branches of science
were represented by demonstrations and experiments, all of
which, if not absolutely novel, were full of interest. In the
officers' room Sir H. Trueman Wood exhibited illustrations
of the Damac-Chassagne process of producing photographs
in colour. The details of this method, although protected
by patent, are not known. All that can be gained from a
study of the specification is that silver prints are treated
with a solution containing albumen and certain metallic
chlorides, also afterwards with certain colouring materials.
Although the specimen shown presented a striking similarity
to the familiar coloured photographs, the process is stated to
be entirely automatic, and to preclude the possibility of
artificial coloration.
In connection with his cordite investigations, Sir A. Nobel

showed a very ingenious apparatus for ascertaining the dura-
tion of explosions, the pressure developed, and the rate of
cooling of the products of combustion. These factors are
recorded on a rotating drum, a smaller check instrument
being provided which records the pressures developed and
the times.
Very curious and beautiful were Mr. J. W. Swan's stress

effects produced on a resinous surface by convective electric
discharges. In the office Mr. J. Wimshurst had in action an
enormous specimen of the induction machine with which his
name is so closely connected.
Professor Silvanus P. Thompson exhibited a mechanical

model of a Hertz wave resonator and the transmission of
Hertz waves. By its means a very graphic picture is presented
of the synchronisms of the transmitter and resonator.
In the Council Room the Astronomer Royal showed some

photographs of the moon taken with the new 26-inch photo-
graphic telescope at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich,which
Sir Henry Thompson has so generously given. The enlarge-
ments on paper of a negative taken with the enlarging lens
at the secondary focus demonstrated the power and accuracy
of this beautiful instrument.
Mr. A. A. C. Swinton was well equipped with the x-ray

accessories. His experiments with focus tubes constructed
with movable anodes illustrated the points he has recently
been engaged in investigating. He finds that the penetrative
value of the x rays produced by a focus tube can be varied,
without altering the vacuum, (a) by altering the distance
between the cathode and anticathode, (b) by varying the size
of the cathode, (c) by altering the position of the cathode
relatively to the glass walls of the tube, and (d) by means of
a variable magnetic field. The penetrative value of the x raysi
is independent of the material of which the anticathode
surface is made; not so, however, the quantity of the x rays,
which is greatest with anticathode surfaces of high atomic
weight.
In the Library Mr. J. E. Stead's photograph illustrating the

microstructure of alloys illustrated the fact that when fluid
mixtures of metals and non-metals cool down from the liquid
to the solid state, crystals of definite chemical composition
fall out of solution, and may be clearly seen under the micro-
scope after the polished surfaces have been etched by dilute
acids, or tinted with suitable reagents, a condition of things
which has been demonstrated by Professor Roberts-Austen
by an entirely different method of research.
Mr. E. Edser and Mr. H. Stansfield exhibited an apparatus

showing the phase change of light reflected at a glass-silver
surface. The apparatus is a modification of Michelson's
differential refractometer, the interfering rays being reflected
at the back surfaces of the end mirrors.
Mr. C. T. Heycock, F.R.S., and Mr. F. H. Neville showed

some interesting experiments on the superficial colour changes
of a silver-zinc alloy. This alloy, of the composition AgZn, i8
normally white, but when heated to 3000 C., or above, and
suddenly chilled below 1500, it becomes superficially a bright
red. The colour disappears when the alloy is heated to I50o,
and does not then return if the alloy is cooled, but it can be
recovered by repeating the above process. Some x-ray photo-
graphs of sodium-gold alloys showed the crystals of gold and
of sodium existing in alloys that to the eye appear to be
homogeneous.
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Mr. Shelford Bidwell, F.R.S., exhibited some beautiful
experiments showing subjective colour phenomena with a
rotating disc after the manner of the well known Pears'
spectrum top. About one-half of the surface of a disc is
made black, and the other half white, an opening being cut
at the junction of the black and white portions. A design in
black lines upon a white ground seen under suitable illumina-
tion through the opening in the rotating disc appears to be
red. This phenomenon depends upon the fact that a bright
object, when suddenly exposed to view, appears for a moment
to be surrounded by a red border. The same apparatus
demonstrates a novel method of exhibiting negative after-
images. A coloured object under strong illumination is
caused to assume a tint complementary to its natural hue.
Thus red is seen as green, and green as pale red, while a
black patch upon a white ground appears whiter than the
ground itself. The sensibility of the nerve fibres of the
retina is, in fact, appreciably diminished by exposure to
coloured light for a period so brief that the eye cannot recog-
nise the true colour of the light.
The exhibition of the Marine Biological Association illus-

trated commensalism amongst marine animals, or the con-
stant association of two or more animals together, often for
mutual advantage. Commensalism differs from parasitism
in the fact that neither of the associated animals feeds on
the tissues of the other, nor lives directly at the expense of
the other. A number of living examples found at Plymouth
of marine animals, which thus live together as " messmates,"
were exhibited.
Dr. A. A. Kanthack, Mr. W. F. H. Blandford, F.E.S., and

Mr. H. E. Durham, M.B., showed some beautiful preparations
of the tsetse fly, and the parasite of tsetse fly disease or
ngana. The tsetse fly disease, familiar during the past fifty
years as a scourge to domestic animals in Central and South
Africa, has recently been shown by Surgeon-Major Bruce to
be due to the presence in the blood and serous fluids of the
affected animals of a parasitic protozoon (trypanosoma).
Surgeon-Major Bruce has proved experimentally that the
parasite may be present in the blood of wild animals shot in
the " Fly Country," which, however, are not known to suffer
from its presence. The part played by the fly appears merely
to be that of communicating the micro-organism from infected
to healthy animals. The disease of animals known is " surra,"
in Asia, is closely allied to ngana, and a similar parasite
occurs in this country in the rat, but without producing the
same fatal effects.
In the meeting room, Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., gave

an experimental demonstration of soxne electric and me-
chanical analogues; and Professor J. B. Farmer showed
lantern slides from microDhotographs illustrating nuclear
division in animal and vegetable cells. Slides were shown
illustrating the process of fertilisation and segmentation of
the egg in ascaris megalocephala, and in fucus vesiculosus.

THE SUPERANNUATION OF PUBLIC
VACCINATORS.

THE Poor-law Medical Officers' Association recently caused to
be submitted to Sir Robert Reid, Q.C., M.P., the following
questions with regard to the Poor-law Officers' Superannua-
tion Act, 1896, and public vaccinators. The questions sub-
mitted were as follows:

I. Are public vaccinators officers under this Act, and as
such entitled to superannuation under the Act of I896 P

2. Has the Local Government Board sole power to decide
whether public vaccinators are officers or not?

3. If public vaccinators are officers, are they entitled to
superannuation under the Act ?

4. Whether medical officers who are entitled under the Act
to superannuation as such are also entitled to a further
allowance in respect of the office of public vaccinator where
they hold such an appointment?
The following was the opinion given by Sir R. Reid, dated

May 7th:
I. Reading the different portions of the Poor-law Officers'

Superannuation Act together, the only persons (except those
specially mentioned in the definition clause) entitled
to superannuation are persons between whom and the

guardians there is a relation of service or employ-
ment. The Act does not confer superannuation upon
persons whose relation to the guardians is that they
merely contract with them to do specified work. In the
case of district medical officers they are according to term of
the statutes "appointed " to an " office," and paid a salary.
So they are "officers " employed by the guardians. Now, the
position of public vaccinators is regulated by 30 and 31 Vic.,
c. 84, under which the guardians do not " appoint," nor is the
position called therein an " office," nor is a salary paid. The
guardians are required to enter into a contract with some duly
registered medical practitioner, called the public vaccinator,
which is to contain stipulations and conditions to secure the
due vaccination of persons, etc. We do not consider that this
statute creates a relation of service or employment, nor is
such relation created by the terms of the contract itself set,
out in Glen's Poor-Lawv Orders, p. 525, though it might be.
And we assume that the contract is always in those terms.
We think, therefore, there is no title to superannuation on
such a contract. It is true that superintendent registrars,
and registrars of births and deaths, are by Section xix of the
Act of 1896 deemed to be in the service of the guardians. The
reason is that by Acts creating their offices they are not in
the service of the guardians, though they are " officers," and
so styled in the Acts. This, therefore, does not affect the
question here raised, and a similar reason exists for the
mention of " school attendance officer" in Section xix.

2. The Local Government Board have no power to deter-
mine this question. They can only determine differences
between the guardians and persons who in fact are officers.

3. This has been already answered.
4. Medical officers of the guardians who are entitled to

superannuation under this Act are not entitled to a further
allowance in respect of the office of public vaccinator, if they
hold such, as Section xix of the Act lays down that only those
emoluments are to be included that accrue to the officer in
virtue of the office for which he claims superannuation.

THE BATTLE OF THE CLUBS.
THE MEDICAL AID QUESTION AT PLYMOUTH.

OUR contemporary the WVestern fercury in its issue of May 8th publishes
a letter from " One Interested " on the recent resolutions of the Plymouth
Medical Society. He states that he should like to inform that society of
a " few facts," and proceeds to say that the National Medical Aid Society
has a wage limit beyond which it does not accept members; and, secondly,
that except under special circumstances it does not canvass for members.
It suggests that boycotting, although efficacious in the case of land
leaguers, will not show to the favour of medical men, and that it is
absurd to talk of it being infra diq. for a medical man to serve a lay
employer, considering that he invariably does so whenever he accepts
service in the army, navy, or under a sanitary authority, and that it will
be a "I tall order " to make 4,000 practitioners give up their appointments.
If " One Interested's " statements are correct medical agitation has
already been productive of good results, for absence of wage limit and
unlimited " touting " were up to a short time ago leading features of this
institution. The profession has no intention of boycotting after the
fashion of land leaguers, nor does it expect that all the holders of medical
aid appointments will resign. But what it does expect is that the holding
of such appointments will each year be considered by the profession more
and more undesirable, so that a time may come when no respectable
member of the profession will consent to give his services under such
conditions. The comparison of medical aid service with service in the
army, navy, etc , is so absurd that it scarcely deserves to be noticed. Of
course, every doctor who attends a patient serves a lay employer, and
whether the patient, his relations, principals, or friends pay his bill is
immaterial. But we have yet to learn that the public services make a.
commercial profit in the shape of bonuses and dividends out of the work
of their medical officers. "One Interested" does not see the distinction
that exists between professional employment by medical aid societies et
genus omne and every form of legitimate medical employment.

HANDBILLS ISSUED BY FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.
A CORRESPONDENT from Walsall sends some handbills issued by a local
lodge of Oddfellows. The name of a medical practitioner appears on
one of them; he can scarcely be proud to figure there. There is a
certain naivete about some of the announcements. We read that " the
objects of this female branch will be to raise funds by honorary mem-
bers' subscriptions, contributions, fines, and levies to provide a medical
practitioner for the whole family, and medicines included, and also to
bury the dead" (the italics are our own).;

THE EXTENSION OF MEDICAL AID SOCIETIES.
DR. MAURICE MCELLIGOrr (Belper) writes: This morning I was called
upon by two men-both absolute strangers to me-who desired to enlist
my sympathies on behalf of a medical aid association which they pro-
posed to start in the district. They told me that they had already had
a promise of co-operation from one of the medical men in the town.
Without further ado I closed the interview, declining once and for all
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